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Overview of This Presentation

• Tree Risk Assessment – The systematic process to 
identify, analyze, and evaluate tree risk (the tree 
level)

• Tree Risk Management – The application of 
policies, procedures, and practices used to identify, 
evaluate, mitigate, monitor, and communicate tree 
risk at a broader scale (the urban forest level)



People involved in tree risk 
assessment and management



Facets of this issue…



• It is largely because of this understanding of tree values,
and the growing interest in conducting inventories and 
assessments that the topic of tree risk assessment has 
gained growing interest as well.

• Tree risk assessments are typically part of the inventory and 
assessment process.

The Importance of Tree Risk Assessment

• An accurate assessment could mean 
that we actually remove fewer trees 
based on perceived risk.



Quantitative Risk Assessment

• Risk = Probability x Consequences

• Since “hazardness” and “riskiness” are relative 
terms, we can NOT say if a tree is a hazard or a 
risk, but we can say that one tree is more 
hazardous or more of a risk than another

• Probability is hard to quantify for trees because 
they are natural structures, which is what makes 
this process difficult









Who should do tree risk assessment?



Tree Risk Assessment Terms
• Hazard – a likely source of harm

• Risk- the likelihood of an event and the possible 
consequences

• Target – people or property that could be injured 
or damaged

• Tree Risk – is evaluating by categorizing or 
quantifying both the likelihood of occurrence and 
the severity of the consequence



Target Zone



Best Management Practices
• Consensus document

• More than 75 reviewers…  
13 countries

• Based largely on ISO 31010 
and ANSI A300

• Primary authors:
• Tom Smiley
• Nelda Matheny
• Sharon Lily

• Now available from ISA

• 10th in the BMP series



Transitioning from Hazard Tree Evaluation to 
Tree Risk Assessment

• Tree Risk Assessment: Best 
Management Practices Guide – a new 
publication from ISA – the 
International Society of Arboriculture

• We must evaluate both the hazardous 
condition that a tree represents, and 
the risk it presents



The New ISA BMP Method
• Matrix based qualitative 

approach

• Understand the limitations of 
whatever method you use

• Recognize the uncertainty 
associated with our limited 
ability to predict natural 
processes, weather events, 
and target behavior



Tree Risk Assessment Levels



Level 1 - Limited Visual Assessment
A rapid assessment of a population of trees

looking for trees with serious defects. 



Limited Risk Assessment



Level 2 - Basic Assessment

Visual inspection of the 
crown, trunk, and exposed 
roots from all sides. 

May include:
– Binoculars

– Mallet

– Probe

– Shovel



Basic Risk Assessment



Level 3 - Advanced Assessment

A close look for root rot, trunk decay, problems 
in the crown or other factors that require 
specialized training or equipment 



Advanced Risk Assessment



Assessing and evaluating potential targets



Site Factors



The Impact of Wind and 
Weather



Extreme

Weather



Categorizing Tree Risk



Likelihood of Failure AND Impacting a Target
(Table 1)



Consequences

• Negligible – low-value property damage; 
personal injury is unlikely

• Minor – low- to moderate-value property 
damage; personal injury is unlikely

• Significant – moderate- to high-value property 
damage; people could be injured 

• Severe – high-value property damage; one or 
more people could be injured or killed



Risk Rating Matrix – TABLE 2
Results of Table 1



Risk Levels - Recommendations

• Extreme - recommend that mitigation be done as 
soon as possible

• High risk - recommend mitigation measures be taken

• Moderate - recommend mitigation and/or retaining 
and monitoring

• Low risk - recommend retaining and monitoring  as 
well as mitigation that does not include removal of 
the tree



Elements of Tree Risk Management 
Program

• Evaluation/Assessment

• Policy 

• Plan 

• Evaluation



Tree Risk Evaluation/Assessment

• Inventory trees

• Identify priorities

• Establish procedures



Tree Risk Policy

• Tree policies need to be 
technically sound, financially 
feasible, written down, legally 
approved, and most 
importantly…defensible

• How much risk can a 
municipality assume?

• Cost of prevention rarely 
exceeds cost of repair



Tree Risk Management Plan

• Could be a part of a 
municipality’s overall 
urban forestry plan

• Could be an element 
of a broader risk 
management plan

• Should be consistent 
with policies







Elements of a Municipal Tree Risk 
Management Plan

• Tree Risk Policy Statement

• Resource Assessment

• Goals

• Action Plans/Outcomes

• Tree Failure Log

• Annual Risk Working Group Meeting

• Staff Training Log



Evaluation
• Plans collect dust rather 

quickly

• Your policies and plans 
should be regularly revisited 
and updated

• The processes are as 
important as the policies and 
plans







Risk Management Principles

• It is impossible to maintain trees free of risk; 

• some level of risk must be accepted to 
experience the benefits that trees provide. 



Tree Risk Assessment and Management is 
More Than About Trees



Risk Management Principles

• Some accept 
high risk but 
take reasonable 
steps to 
identify it and 
then mitigate 



Likelihood





A healthy urban forest is a safe one…



Summary

• You can’t save every tree any 
more than you can cut every 
one down

• Your municipality cannot afford 
to ignore risks

• Further assistance is available 
from NYSDEC and NYS Urban 
Forestry Council
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